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About This Game

The bet is on: Phileas Fogg, british gentleman, is to make it around the world in 80 days.
Jean Passepartout, his French servant, is going with him. But Fix, a police inspector, has to keep close track of the travellers, as

they are suspected to be the thiefs of the Bank of England.
Will Fogg win the bet? Help him surmont the obstacles!

A THRILLING ADVENTURE:
Phileas Fogg’s journey is not that easy. To win the bet, you will have to be courageous, to carefully observe things around you

and to be clever!
Elude Fix’ traps, save an Indian widow, find your way in the jungle, and during longer trips, prove your whist opponents that

cards don’t have any secrets for you!

USEFUL HINTS:
Use the Hint: a shiny halo helps you to find one of the objects.

No more hints? Not enough time? Find the bonus stars hidden in the scenes to get more hints or time!

MAGNIFICIENT SETS:
Discover incredible sceneries : London, Suez, Bombay, Calcutta, Hong Kong, Yokohama, San Francisco… And use different

transportation means, sometimes very surprising : catch a train, go aboard a ship, travel on the back of an elephant!

CONTENT:
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22 places to visit

Mini-games: maze, cards games

3 profiles management

Search of objects (list, identical objects)

Help: zoom on selected screens, limited number of reloading hints, bonus stars

Magnificent sets: high resolution images
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Really nice game, I love it!

It's cute but dark at the same time.
The story is great and the puzzles are not too hard (except few ones).
I also want to point out the art style which I think it's amazing.

I wish this game was more popular, it really deserves it <3.
10/10. I give so much credit to my friend Rod for making this game. I got to test the game and play it befor it was out. The
game take a long time to get used to but is fun when you know what to do.. Adds a new interesting mechanic in the form of hero
dungeons, some interesting new traps, and the only other true coop map. If you can only pick up one DLC, then I'd recommend
this one by far.. Only real drawback here is a single play through length, which for me was less than 10 hours. Other than that, it
was a great game with a cool story and allowed me to relive the experience of playing adventure games in the 90s.. I buy the dlc
and I only have a character that is normal ??. Not a bad little racer! Colorful, sharp graphics (though shadows seemed to be
bugged) and catchy, simple music/sound effects. The controls are quite easy to manage, so it would be a great first racing game
for kids.

I bought it on a whim, so I'm pleased that it actually ended up being a decent title.
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I do not recommend this game to most people, and few Total War fans. Not becuase the game is unworthy, but this game is
quite difficult. Very careful movements and hefty decisions are plentiful in strategy games, however this game multiplies the
stress. I very much appreciate the precise historical reference and accuracy. If you are a fan of the Total War franchise, and
even more so, Rome: Total War, this DLC will suit you. After all, it is quite cheap. If you master this game, you have mastered
Total War. The challenge awaits.

8/10, Not for most people.... This is a disgusting rip off of a game. DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS A CASH GRAB. After 5,500+
hours in ark, I can say for sure that this is just a complete ♥♥♥♥ing rip off. The megapithecus and therizinos look like n64
characters.. i was hoping this was a game that would acutually be a great fly around shoot em up game
all i got was a command prompt that just disappeared i couldn't even get freaking trading cards out of this game unless i clicked
the command prompt really quick and left it there for about 3 hours

steam make sure the software you put on steam actually works before hundreds of people buy it im♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥:(

-19/10. I have regretted I bought the game.. I'm glad the story is being continued however I felt that releasing the next
installments of the game into episodes feels backwards. In saying this, this episode is good however it is extremely short so I
hope more updates or future episodes are released.

. very nice game.

게임의 컨텐츠를 모두 즐기는데 넉넉잡아도 1시간이 채 안걸린다

가볍게 즐기기에 딱이고

도전과제 100%도 누워서 떡먹기이다. pros:
- open world maps
- rifles
- BR testing

cons:
- collision bugs
- pistol bugs. It's simple math... not a game. One of the best historical strategy games about being a merchant. Although it might
not offer the same possibilities in some areas as Guild 2, I still consider it much better.

Pros:
1. I really love the style of the game - its graphic, the way you feel when playing it, the whole immersiveness of it. It's not dated
one bit.
2. Many different ports to explore and many different goods to trade.
3. Ability to influence politics of your city or the whole Hanse, depending on how succesful you are, and generally politics are
quite immersive.
4. Countless side-missions, shady characters, and the ability to be a pirate. Or hunt them.
5. It might not be easy to master, but it is really worth it.

Cons:
1. Nothing really, apart from not being able to play as someone else than merchant/politician, but well, it was unthinkable for a
respected merchant to be a patron or a farmer, so I guess it's historically accurate.
2. Well, perhaps I'd like to have some more interaction with your family to really feel like you're shaping a dynasty.
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